"LARGER THAN LIFE"

ALBUM: "Millennium" by the Backstreet Boys
CHOREO: Kelli McChesney
INTRO: Wait (32) beats / Start with LEFT foot
TIME: 3:52

PART A: (32 BEATS)

(1) **"STOMP MJ"** --- STO DS(IB) R-HEEL* STEP(IB) RS RS DS RS
   * - (takes weight)
   L R L R L RL RL R LR

(1) **"BASIC SWING"** --- DS RS KICK(IF) STEP RS
   KICK(IF) STEP RS DS RS
   (turn ½ left on last DS RS)
   L RL R R LR

(1) **REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT**

PART B: (16 BEATS)

(2) **"SLIDE"** --- DS SL(left) SRS BA/SL (alternate feet)
   L L RLR L L

(1) **"WHOOSH"** --- DS DS(IF) DRAG STEP(IB) DRAG STEP(IB)
   * - (takes weight, turn 360° left)
   L R R L LR

CHORUS: (32 BEATS)

(1) **"FANCY BA/SL"** --- DS DS R(O) STEP(IB) BA/SL (move left)
   L R L R L L

(2) **BA/SLs"** --- DS BA/SL DS BA/SL
   R L L R L L

(1) **REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS USING OPPOSITE FOOTWORK**

(1) **"DOUBLE HOP"** --- DS DBL-BNC(turn ¼ left) HOP* HOP* RS
   * - (turn ¼ right on HOP HOP)
   L R BOTH L L RL

(1) **"HEEL FLAP"** --- DS DS R-HEEL*-FLAP STEP
   * - (takes weight)
   R L R L L R

(1) **"SKATE"** --- DS SL(left) SRS SL(right) SRS SL(left) SRS BR(UP)
   L L RLR R LRL L RLR L

BREAK 1: (8 BEATS)

(1) **"SCOTTY"** --- DS DBL(X) DBL(O) BNC HOP* &
   * -- (takes weight)
   L R R BOTH BOTH
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BREAK 2: (16 BEATS)
(2) "SCOTTY" --- (turn ½ left on DS RS)

PART C: (16 BEATS)
(1) "ROCK IT" --- ROCK(fwd) STEP ROCK(back) STEP (in half time)
L R L R

(2) "HEEL RS" --- HEEL RS HEEL RS (turn ¼ right on each)
L LR L LR

(1) REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

PART B*: (24 BEATS)
(2) "SLIDE"
(2) "WHOOSH" --- (turn ½ left on each)

BREAK 3: (32 BEATS)
(4) "SCOTTY" --- (turn ¼ left on DS RS)


ABBREVIATIONS: STO -- stomp  DBL -- double
DS -- double step  BNC -- bounce
RS -- rock step  IB -- in back
SL -- slide  IF -- in front
SRS -- step rock step  O -- out to side
BA/SL -- ball slide  X -- across

☺

Kelli McChesney
danceaddict@windstream.net
http://www.afn.org/~kelli/
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